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This book has only been possible through the help 
and support of many people and organisations. I 
would particularly like to thank Claire Raskind- 
Cooper - were it not for her support and 
enthusiasm the project would never have proceeded. 
Peter Jackson, Alan Lee, Viggo Mortensen, Jan 
Blenkin, Erin O'DonnelI, Heather Patterson, Melissa 
Booth, Robin Murphy and all the other members of 
the LOTR cast and crew provided considerable help 
and suggestions, and Jane Dent and Anita Bhatnagar 
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from Tourism New Zealand worked tirelessly to help the book reach fruition. 
Special thanks are also due to Producers Barrie M. Osborne and Fran Walsh. 

One of the many joys in completing this manuscript has been the totally 
enthusiastic people met on the road. Their local knowledge and expertise have 
helped me to understand the many and varied landscapes of New Zealand as 
well as allowing me to add many personal anecdotes within the pages. Thanks 
to Michael Stearne, Alfie Speight and Barbara Swan, John Von Tunzelman, 
Keith Falconer, Jill Herron, Russell and Dean Alexander, Hillary Finnic, 
'Scottie', Paul Eames, Paul Lambert, Mike Mee, John Mahafie, Naoko 
Kawamura, Simon and Priscilla Cameron, Matt Cooper, David McLaughlin, 
Mike Nolan, Tracey Dean and Bill Reid. My thanks also to the staff of all the 
Regional Tourism Organisations in New Zealand I pestered for information, 
who were so quick to offer their help. 

The use of modern technology has allowed this book to be compiled 'on the 
fly' in some unusual locations. Thanks to Anton Napier (Philips), Bryan 
Morton (Computerland), Ken Goody (Kodak) for photographic support, 
Thomas Electronics (GPS) and Topo Map World (Electronic Maps). 

Thanks also to Brian Sibley, author of the Official Movie Guide, and Bernard 
McDonald, Editor of Pavement Magazine, for their kind permission to use 
quotes from their interviews with the cast and crew. 

My wife, Dianne, and children, Travis and Sally-Anne, have coped with 
months of The Lord. of the Rings - thanks. Jane Johnson, Lorain Day and Sue 
Page at HarperCollinsPub/ishers have calmly coped with my many queries and 
requests for information, and Chris Winitana wrote a superb introduction. 

This book is dedicated to J.R.R. Tolkien for his vision and Peter Jackson for 
making this vision three-dimensional. 



Eighteen years old and reading J.R.R. Tolkien for the 1 - 
first 
and 

I the . . 

book and look at the familiar landscape - which all 
of a sudden looked like Middle-earth. That was over 
twenty years ago. Since then this story has ceased to 
exist for me as a work of fiction, instead it has 
become an account of an extraordinary passage of 
time. Tolkien's Middle-earth is based on a detailed 

a 
1 mythical prehistory of this planet as it was about 

6000 or 7000 years ago. For me, it reads more like 
history than fantasy, a fully developed society and environment the records have 
since forgotten. 

Bringing that world to life has been a fantastic and incredibly difficull 
journey, but one made special because of the people and places of New Zealand. 
There was never any question the film wouldn't be made here. With the variety 
of landscapes of such an awesome nature, and the opportunity to involve 
talented Kiwis in a major production, it was the only way to go. 

After three years of planning, on 11 October 1999, myself and a dedicated 
cast and crew of over 2500 people began our cinematic journey. We wanted the 
Middle-earth the viewer saw to feel believable and it was fantastic having 
Tolkien's richly created world to research all the detail. I went back and re-read 
particular scenes to get the image right before we started filming. 

The Waikato farming country where we created Hobbiton was a like a slice 1 
of ancient England. I knew Hobbiton needed to be warm, comfortable and feel 
lived in. By letting the weeds grow through the cracks and establishing hedges 
and little gardens a year before filming, we ended up with an incredibly real 
place, not just a film set. It felt as if you could open the circular green door of 

Bag End and find Bilbo Baggins inside. Whakapapa Ski Field's tocky 
escarpment was the complete opposite. From one extreme to another - here 
the barren and inhospitable landscape was already the perfect embodiment of 
Mordor. 

Tolkien's world was one of deep hidden valleys, barren wastelands, remote 
n~ystical mountains and lush, low valleys, and we found all these places 
throughout New Zealand. Many were only accessible by helicopter and getting 
crew in and out wasn't easy. O n  reflection, I can see it had a hidden benefit - 
the hardships imposed by difficult country and challenging weather probably 
gave the actors and crew a strong sense of the reality of the characters' journey 
through Middle-earth. We took risks with the weather, shooting in extreme 
environments, such as Mt Ruapehu, Lake Mavora, Kaitoke Regional Park, Mt  
Cook and Mt Olympus - the landscape and raw beauty of these places were 
ideal for the story. 

Standing at any of the 100 locations, watching Tolkien's characters come to 
life before my eyes, has been one of the real pleasures of my experience as 
director, writer and producer. The opportunity to helm a project of this size, 
scope and grandeur has been a once-in-a-lifetime experience, something that 
cighteen-year-old on the train never imagined. 

Most of the crew were new to this kind of project. Their hard work and 
enthusiasm, combined with fantastic locations and computer enhancement 
technology all came together in a special way which gives our movies a unique 
feel - different from the Hollywood blockbusters we're used to seeing. With 
the help of this guidebook Tolkien fans, for whom the films were made, can 
experience their own unique insight into the magic and complexity of Middle- 
earth, and the adventure we had in order to bring it to life. My only gripe is that 
&is book didn't exist when we started - it would have saved a huge amount of 
location hunting! 

Peter Jackson 


